Gene co-expression network (GCN) mining identifies gene modules with highly correlated expression profiles across samples/conditions. It helps to discover latent gene/molecular interactions, identify novel gene functions, and extract molecular features from certain disease/condition groups, thus help to identify disease biomarkers. However, there lacks an easy-to-use tool package for users to mine GCN modules that are relatively small in size with tightly connected genes that can be convenient for downstream Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis, as well as modules that may share common members. To address this need, we develop a GCN mining tool package TSUNAMI (Tools SUite for Network Analysis and MIning) which incorporates our state-of-the-art lmQCM algorithm to mine GCN modules in public and user-input data (microarray, RNA-seq, or any other numerical omics data), then performs downstream GO and enrichment analysis based on the modules identified. It has several features and advantages: (i) user friendly interface and the real-time co-expression network mining through web server; (ii) direct access and search of GEO and TCGA databases as well as user-input expression matrix (microarray, RNA-seq, etc.) for GCN module mining; (iii) multiple co-expression analysis tools to choose with highly flexible of parameter selection options; (iv) identified GCN modules are summarized to eigengenes, which are convenient for user to check their correlation with other clinical traits; (v) integrated downstream Enrichr enrichment analysis and links to other GO tools; (vi) visualization of gene loci by Circos plot in any step. The web service is freely accessible through URL:
Gene co-expression network (GCN) mining is a popular bioinformatics approach to 2 identify densely connected gene modules, which are linked by their highly correlated 3 expression profiles. It helps reveal latent gene/molecule interactions, identify novel 4 gene functions, disease pathways and biomarkers, as well as provide disease 5 mechanistic insights. GCN mining approaches such as WGCNA [1] and lmQCM [2] 6 have been used increasingly [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Compared to the more popularly used WGCNA 7 package, lmQCM is capable to mine smaller densely co-expressed GCN modules and 8 allow overlapped membership in the output modules. Those features reflect closely 9 the real biological networks in vivo, where the same genes may participate in multiple 10 pathways and a small group of genes are more likely to be synergistically regulated in 11 local pathway functions. Besides, the generally smaller size of modules from lmQCM 12 usually generates more meaningful GO enrichment results, which has been 13 successfully applied to many diseases and cancer types [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . 14 There exist several online databases that curate transcriptomic data, for example, 15 PanglaoDB (https://panglaodb.se/) collected single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) data 16 from mouse and human. Cao et al. scRNASeqDB [18] provides an scRNA-seq 17 database for gene expression profiling in human. Recount2 [19] provides public 18 available analysis-ready gene and exon counts datasets. However, all of these 19 databases focus on data collection, to the best of our knowledge, there is no tool 20 offering the entire pipeline that can directly process transcriptomic data, mine GCN 21 modules, analyse GO enrichment, and visualized the results in a complete pipeline 22 fashion. To meet such needs, we released our web-based analysis tool suite 23
TSUNAMI (Tools SUite for Network Analysis and MIning). 24
For users' convenience, TCGA mRNA-seq data (Illumina HiSeq RSEM genes 25 normalized from https://gdac.broadinstitute.org/) and NCBI Gene Expression 26 Ominbus (GEO) are directly incorporated into TSUNAMI, where GEO contains a 27 large number of microarray datasets. In addition, other data types such as miRNA-seq 28 and DNA methylation are also compatible with this suite. In fact, TSUNAMI can 29 handle any numerical matrix data regardless which omics data type it is from. In 30 TSUNAMI, it not only incorporates the newly released lmQCM algorithm, but also 31 includes WGCNA package for users to explore and compare their GCN modules from 32 two different algorithms. We offer highly flexible parameter choices in each step to 33 users who may want to fine tune each algorithm to suit for their own data and goal. 34
Prior to data mining, a data pre-processing interface is designed to address the 35 input data format difference and filter the data to remove noise for GCN mining. Each 36 step of the pre-processing is transparent to users and can be adjusted according to 37 their own preferences and needs. 38 Figure 1 . The entire 50 pipeline is implemented in R language with Shiny server pages. In the future, it will 51 be upgraded with Python to improve the computing speed in module mining step. 52 Some front-end interfaces and functions are done by JavaScript. In TSUNAMI, users 53 can choose to use either TCGA RNA-seq expression data, GSE series matrix data, or 54 other RNA-seq data from GEO database, or local user-input numerical matrix data, 55 such as microarray, RNA-seq, scRNA-seq data, DNA methylation data, or any other 56 type of numeric matrix data. User can also choose specific omics data type on GEO 57 database if keywords are given to indicate the data type in the search window. Only 58 few GSE data is not able to be processed (for example, 12 out of first 1000 GSE data), 59 mostly are legacy microarray data, which contain too much missing data or too small 60 sample size. Other 98.80% of first 1000 GSE data can be processed. On the website, 61 various of example data from microarray to scRNA-seq data are listed on TSUNAMI 62 for users' reference. Instead of searching GEO database manually, TSUNAMI 63 provides a friendly interface for users to retrieve data from GEO by keywords, offers 64 flexible select tool to retrieve relevant GSE dataset to perform GCN analysis.
TSUNAMI also provides an upload bar for users to upload local files in various 66 formats (CSV, TSV, XLSX, TXT, etc.), the upload interface is shown in Figure 2A . 67
In this paper, one microarray dataset (GSE17537 from GEO) is chosen as an example 68 to present the features of TSUNAMI. GSE17537 contains microarray data of 55 69 colorectal cancer patients from Vanderbilt Medical Center (VMC), with 54,675 70 probesets [20, 21] . 71 72 Online data pre-processing 73
One issue of GEO microarray data is that different platforms adopted different rules 74 when converting probeset IDs to gene symbols. To make this step easier for users, 75 probeset IDs in GSE data matrix from GEO can be converted to gene symbols using 76 R package "BiocGenerics" [22] by only one click. For instance, for GSE17537, the 77 annotation platform is GPL570. TSUNAMI can also automatically identify annotation 78 platforms of the data from GEO. During the conversion, TSUNAMI will (i) remove 79 rows with empty gene symbol; and (ii) select the rows with the largest mean 80 expression value when multiple probesets are matched with the same gene symbol. 81
The interface of data pre-processing step is shown in Figure 2B . , as shown in 93 Figure 2B . However, users can always adjust these parameters based on their own 94 needs and preferences. In Data Pre-processing section, we further provide 95 "Advanced" panel to allow users select samples subgroup of their interest. After 96 finished the data pre-processing, a dialog box will appear to indicate how many genes 97 left after the filtering process. 98
Weighted network co-expression analysis 100
After data pre-processing, users can directly download pre-processed data or further 101 proceed to GCN analysis. In GCN analysis, we implemented lmQCM algorithm as 102 well as WGCNA pipeline. We kept the mining steps concise and simple with default 103 parameter settings, while preserving the flexibility for users to select parameters in 104 each step. Guidelines for parameter selection are in method pages of the website. 105
Besides this article, we also release the lmQCM package to CRAN 106 bar is provided to show the program progress. Note that lmQCM will not work if the 119 data contain no clustering structure or the gene pair correlations are so poor that none 120 is above the initial mining starting threshold (ߛ). In those cases, the program will stop 121 running and generate a warning message. However, if the data contain enough high 122 correlated gene pairs after filtering and with the default program settings, this should 123 not happen. 124
The WGCNA method panel is a two-step analysis: Step 1 helps users to specify 125 the hyper-parameter "power" in step 2, i.e., the soft thresholding in [1] by visualizing 126 the resulting plot (Figure 4A) .
Step 2 allows users to select the remaining parameters. 127 TSUNAMI allows users to customize the parameters of power, reassign threshold, 128 merge cut height, and minimum module size. After applying WGCNA, a hierarchical 129 clustering plot for getting the result modules is also shown in this panel (Figure 4B) . 130
The resulting plot in Figure 4B is from the example data GSE17537 with powerൌ To access Enrichr results, users can simply click the blue button "GO" in each 155 row adjacent to the GCN mining results (as shown in Figure 5A ). In each enrichment 156 analysis result, it outputs the term (e.g., GO or pathway), P value, z-score, overlapped 157 genes, etc. Users can download multiple analysis results which are bundled in a ZIP 158 file. Besides, other popular GO analysis websites are also directly linked in 159 TSUNAMI to bring conveniences to users. In our example with GSE17537, we select 160 the 36 th GCN module with 15 genes generated by lmQCM to analyze the GO 161 enrichment, and each result table are sorted based on the P value that Enrichr 162 calculated. From the result in Table 1 , we can see the 36 th GCN module is highly 163 overlapped with GO Biological Process term "type I interferon signaling pathway 164 (GO:0060337)" (9 out of 148 genes). In TSUNAMI, users can visualize the Circos plot via "Circos Plots" section, either 174 by typing their own genes list separated by carriage return character ("\n") directly, or 175 using the calculated GCN modules (for example, by clicking the yellow button right 176 next to the "GO" button in Figure 5A ). TSUNAMI supports both human genomes 177 hg38 (GRCh38) and hg19 (GRCh37). To match the gene symbol to chromosomes' 178 starting and ending sites, we use reference gene , and adopted Pearson correlation coefficient) 364 with GSE17537 series matrix as an example. 365
Figure 6 Survival Analysis using GCN Module Eigenvalues

